CORRIGENDUM

In the Notice Inviting Tender, NIT No.GM/AR-III/ACE/09/Tender/40935-63 dt. 23/24.03.2009, the name of work as mentioned in the NIT is “Providing and laying of 6” dia 130m DI pipe from Satibandh to 1 seam water tank to solve domestic water problem of Tilatand hospital/Tilatand Colony and other colonies of Akashkinaree”.

In its place, the name of work should be read as “Providing and laying of 6” dia 1300m DI pipe from Satibandh to 1 seam water tank to solve domestic water problem of Tilatand hospital/Tilatand Colony and other colonies of Akashkinaree”.

Also the 1st para of the instruction for Receipt and submission of tender as at SI.2 should be read as the tender will be received on 27.04.09 upto 3:00p.m. at:
   i) The section of the Area Civil Engineer, Govindpur Area-III, BCCL, Simidih, Dhanbad and also at
   ii) The CII Post near Koyla Bhawan Gate, Koyla Nagar, BCCL, Dhanbad.

Rest of the text of the NIT remains same.

Yours faithfully,

Area Civil Engineer,
Govindpur Area

C.C. to –
1) Addl. GM, Govindpur Area.
2) AFM, Govindpur Area.
3) All Project Officers, Govindpur Area.
5) G.M. (Const), Koylamanag, Dhanbad.
6) Notice Board.
7) Builders Association of India, 16 L.G. Housing Colony Dhanbad / Near Akashkinaree Weighbridge, P.O. Katrasgarh.
8) C.M.O, B.C.C.L, Koyla Bhawan.
9) General Manager (System)/PRO, Koyla Bhawan, Dhanbad.